TITLE PLANTS MADE EASY
World Wide Access to title plants - build, maintain, search.

TITLE. ENERGY. RIGHT OF WAY.

www.iiexperts.com

About Us
Information Integration Experts, LLC (iiExperts aka IIX) has been developing software since the early
1970s. Headquartered in Arlington, Texas, IIX began operations in 1980, and has been serving the Title
Insurance industry since 1998 by providing high quality software and related services.
The founder and president of the company is Anthony (Tony) Tooley — a software engineer who holds
graduate degrees in Applied Science and Theology, has used his education and experience to fashion IIX
into a multi-faceted computer software organization. In addition to the Title industry, IIX has developed
business software applications for various other vertical markets including the Automotive, Metal Finishing
and General Accounting industries.
Additionally, IIX has developed, published and marketed information retrieval software, known as INFOsearch,
for use by individuals within the Christian Ministry. This particular product has been sold internationally in more
than 30 countries with distribution channels in Australia and the U.K.
IIX has worked hard to establish a reputation for integrity, reliability and quality in every aspect of its work.
The company provides technical support for all its products.

SOFTWARE

Solutions

Plant & GIS
Plant Suite
From Map to Lease
Existing Plants
Hardware & Hosting

Plant & GIS
Convert A Plant
Go Forward Data Entry
Back File Data Entry
GIS Surface Ownership

Support
IIX provides support in the way of installation and training. We also monitor your data entry jobs and intercept
problems before they arise. Additionally, with our Service and Maintenance program, you will receive the program
updates automatically via our Live Update feature so you can rest assured if something goes wrong, you are
covered.
Here at IIX we welcome suggestions on improvement. Feel free to communicate with us; let us know how we
can better serve you and your needs. We can even customize Plant features at your request.
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